Abstract: In the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), a Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV can be obtained with moderately heavy scalar top superpartners provided they are highly mixed. The source of this mixing, a soft trilinear stop-stop-Higgs coupling, can result in the appearance of charge-and color-breaking minima in the scalar potential of the theory. If such a vacuum exists and is energetically favorable, the Standard Model-like vacuum can decay to it via quantum tunnelling. In this work we investigate the conditions under which such exotic vacua arise, and we compute the tunnelling rates to them. Our results provide new constraints on the scalar top quarks of the MSSM.
Introduction
Supersymmetry predicts a scalar superpartner for every fermion in the Standard Model (SM) [1] . While these scalar fields help to protect the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking from large quantum corrections, they can also come into conflict with existing experimental bounds. This tension is greatest for the scalar top quarks (stops). On the one hand, the stops must be heavy enough to have avoided detection in collider searches. On the other hand, smaller stop masses maximize the quantum protection of the electroweak scale [2, 3] .
In the minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM), there is an additional constraint on the stops implied by the discovery of a Higgs boson with mass near m h = 125 GeV [4, 5] . Specifically, the stops must be heavy enough to push the (SM-like) Higgs mass up to the observed value [6, 7] . After electroweak symmetry breaking, the two gauge-eigenstate stopst L andt R mix to form two mass eigenstates,t 1 andt 2 (mt 1 ≤ mt 2 ). The corresponding mass-squared matrix in the (t LtR ) T basis is [1] where M S = (m Q 3 m U 3 ) 1/2 . The first term is the tree-level contribution and is bounded above by m 2 Z . The second term in Eq. (1.2) is the sum of one-loop top and stop contributions. This correction is essential to raising the mass of the SM-like MSSM Higgs mass to the observed value.
The contribution of the stops to the h 0 mass depends on both the mass eigenvalues and the mixing angle. Without left-right stop mixing, at least one of the stops must be very heavy, mt 5 TeV, to obtain m h 125 GeV [11] . This leads to a significant tension with the naturalness of the weak scale [2, 3] . This tension can be reduced by stop mixing, with the largest effect seen in the vicinity of the maximal mixing scenario of X t ± √ 6M S [12] . However, such large values of X t /M S require a large value of A t (small µ is needed for naturalness [13] ) which can induce new vacua in the scalar field space where the stops develop vacuum expectation values (VEVs). The lifetime for tunnelling to these charge-and color-breaking (CCB) vacua must be longer than the age of the Universe to be consistent with our existence.
The existence of CCB stop vacua in the MSSM has been studied extensively [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Under the assumption of SU (3) C × SU (2) L × U (1) Y D-flatness, an approximate analytic condition for the non-existence of a CCB stop vacuum is [15, 17] where m 2 2 = m 2 Hu +|µ| 2 and m 2 Hu is the H u soft mass squared parameter. Generalizations to less restrictive field configurations [17, [21] [22] [23] and studies of the thermal evolution of such vacua [24] [25] [26] have been performed as well. Relaxing the requirement of absolute stability of our electroweak vacuum and demanding only that the tunnelling rate to the CCB vacua is sufficiently slow provides a weaker bound. The tunnelling rate was computed in Ref. [20] , where the net requirement for metastability was expressed in terms of the empirical relation
In this work we attempt to update and clarify the stability and metastability bounds on the parameters in the stop sector of the MSSM. We expand upon the previous body of work by investigating the detailed dependence of the limits on the underlying set of stop parameters. Furthermore, we relate our revised limits to recent Higgs and stop search results at the LHC. The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we specify the ranges of MSSM parameters and field configurations to be considered. Next, in Section 3 we investigate the necessary conditions on the underlying stop and Higgs parameters for the scalar potential to be stable or safely metastable. We then compare the constraints from metastability to existing limits on the MSSM stop parameters from the Higgs mass in Section 4, as well as to direct and indirect stop searches in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6. Some technical details related to our tunnelling calculation are expanded upon in the Appendix.
Parameters and Potentials
In our study, we consider only variations in the scalar fields derived from the superfields
To make this multidimensional space more tractable, we further restrict ourselves to configurations wherẽ
and the remaining fields (and MSSM parameters) are real-valued. Previous studies of CCB vacua in the stop direction suggest that this condition is not overly restrictive [17] .
Scalar Potential
Under these assumptions, the tree-level scalar potential becomes
where
with
In writing this form, we have implicitly assumed that the stops are aligned (or anti-aligned) in SU (3) C space, so thatt L andt R may be regarded as the magnitudes of these color vectors (up to a possible sign). It is not hard to show that such an alignment maximizes the likelihood of forming a CCB minimum. In our analysis of metastability, we use the tree-level potential of Eq. (2.1) with the parameters in it taken to be their DR running values defined at the scale M S . However, we also compare our metastability results to a full two-loop calculation of the Higgs boson mass. While this is a mismatch of orders, we do not expect that including higher order corrections will drastically change our metastability results for two reasons. First and most importantly, the formation of CCB vacua is driven by the trilinear stop coupling A t , which is already present in the tree-level potential. Second, when a CCB vacuum exists, the large stop Yukawa coupling y t ∼ 1 implies that it typically occurs at field values on the order of M S [17] . Thus we do not expect large logarithmic corrections from higher orders.
Including higher-order corrections in the tunnelling analysis is also challenging for a number of technical reasons. Turning on multiple scalar fields, the mass matrices entering the Coleman-Weinberg corrections to the effective potential become very complicated and multi-dimensional [25] . These corrections can be absorbed into running couplings by an appropriate field-dependent choice of the renormalization scale [16] . In doing so, however, the otherwise field-independent corrections to the vacuum energy (which are not included in the Coleman-Weinberg potential) develop a field dependence. These vacuum energy corrections must be included to ensure the net scale independence of the effective potential [27, 28] . Beyond the effective potential, kinetic corrections (i.e. derivative terms in the effective action) will also be relevant for the non-static tunnelling configurations to be studied. Furthermore, the effective potential and the kinetic corrections are both gauge dependent [29, 30] . The gauge dependence of the effective potential can be shown to cancel on its own for static points [31, 32] . However, to ensure the gauge invariance of the non-static tunnelling configuration and thus the decay rate, kinetic corrections must be included as well [33, 34] . For these various reasons, we defer an investigation of higher-order corrections to metastability to a future work.
Parameter Ranges
Without loss of generality, we may redefine 
Moving out in the stop directions, we may also redefinet L andt R such thatt L is positive. The parameter ranges we investigate are motivated by existing bounds on the MSSM and naturalness. We typically scan over (m 2 Q 3 , X t ) while holding other potential parameters fixed. We also consider discrete variations in m 2
, tan β, µ, and m A . The corresponding ranges are specified in Table 1 . For the remaining supersymmetry breaking parameters, we choose mf = 2 TeV and A f = 0 for all sfermions other than the stops, as well as M 1 = 300 GeV, M 2 = 600 GeV, and M 3 = 2 TeV. To interface with the Higgs mass calculation, we take these to be running DR values defined at the input scale .
Limits From Vacuum Stability
A necessary condition on the viability of any realization of the MSSM is that the lifetime of the SM-like electroweak vacuum at zero temperature be longer than the age of the Universe. This will certainly be the case if the electroweak vacuum is a global minimum, and it can also be true in the presence of a deeper CCB minimum provided the tunnelling rate is sufficiently small. More stringent conditions can be derived for specific cosmological histories [25] . While color-broken phases in the early Universe can have interesting cosmological implications, such as for baryogenesis [24] [25] [26] , we focus exclusively on the history-independent T = 0 metastability condition.
Existence of a CCB Vacuum
The first step in a metastability analysis is to determine whether a CCB minimum exists. Such minima are induced by a competition between the trilinear A and quartic couplings λ in the potential, and one generally expects φ CCB ∼ A/λ [17] . We use this expectation as a starting point for a numerical minimization of the potential, Eq. (2.1), employing the minimization routine Minuit2 [35] . For every MSSM model, we choose the starting point to be φ i CCB = ξ i A t , where ξ i ∈ [−1, 1] is chosen randomly. The global CCB vacua we find are generally unique, up to our restrictions of H 0 u ,t L ≥ 0. If no global CCB minimum is found, the minimization is repeated several times with new ξ i values. If the global minimum turns out to be the EW vacuum, the model is considered to be Standard Model-like (SML).
Computing the Tunnelling Rate
When a deeper CCB vacuum is found, the decay rate of the SML vacuum is computed using the Callan-Coleman formalism [36, 37] , where the path integral is evaluated in the semi-classical approximation. The decay rate per unit volume is given by
where B = S E [φ] is the Euclidean action evaluated on the bounce solutionφ. The bounce is O(4)-symmetric, depending only on ρ = √ t 2 + x 2 , and satisfies the classical equations of motion subject to the boundary conditions ∂ ρφ | ρ=0 = 0 and lim ρ→∞φ = φ + , where φ + is the false-vacuum field configuration. The pre-exponential factor C is obtained from fluctuations around the classical bounce solution. It is notoriously difficult to compute [38, 39] , and is therefore usually estimated on dimensional grounds [40] . We use
The metastability of the SM-like vacuum then requires
where t 0 = 13.8 Gyr is the age of the universe. Our choice of scale for C corresponds to the SM-like vacuum, and provides a reasonable lower bound on C. Larger values of C would increase the decay rate, implying that the limits we derive are conservative. Finding the bounceφ is straightforward in one field dimension, since the equation of motion can be solved by the shooting method. This method reduces the problem to a root-finding task for the correct boundary conditions and relies on the unique topology of the one-dimensional field space. Unfortunately, this strategy becomes intractable with more than one field dimension. Several methods of solving the multi-field bounce equation of motion have been proposed [25, [41] [42] [43] . In the present analysis we use the public code CosmoTransitions [44] . 1 CosmoTransitions (CT) implements a path deformation method similar to the that suggested in Ref. [25] . Once a pair of local minima are specified, CT fixes a one-dimensional path between them in the field space. Along this path, the one-dimensional bounce solution can be computed using the shooting method. In Appendix A, we show that the action computed from the bounce solution for any such fixed path is necessarily greater than or equal to the unconstrained bounce action. The fixed path in field space is then deformed by minimizing a set of perpendicular gradient terms to be closer to the true bounce path through the field space. This procedure is iterated until convergence is reached. We exclude any points where CT fails to converge.
This path deformation approach has several advantages over other methods. Here, the bounce equation of motion is solved directly, while many other approaches involve minimization of a discretized action as part of the procedure. This is numerically costly, since one needs both a fine lattice spacing to evaluate derivatives accurately, and a large ρ domain to accommodate the boundary condition at infinity. Path deformation involves no discretization or large-scale minimization. As a result CosmoTransitions is quite fast for our four-field tunnelling problem.
We also cross check the CT results in two ways. First, we have compared CT to the discretized action methods of Refs. [42, 43] for a set of special cases, and we generally find agreement between these approaches. Second, we also compute the bounce action independently along the optimal path determined by CT, allowing us to estimate the numerical uncertainty on the bounce. Finally, let us emphasize once more that even if the path determined by CT is not the true tunnelling trajectory, our result in Appendix A implies that it still provides an upper bound on the bounce action, and thus a lower bound on the tunnelling rate.
We note that recently a new program, Vevacious [45] , has been released that can also be used to study metastability in field theories with many scalar fields. While we do not use this code, we share some similarities with their approach in that we both employ Minuit for potential minimization and CT for tunneling rates. However, as mentioned above, we also carried out extensive independent checks of the tunneling calculation.
Results and Comparison
We begin by presenting our limits from metastability alone, without imposing any other constraints such as the Higgs mass requirement. This allows for a direct comparison with the results of Ref. [20] . In Fig. 1 we show a scan over X t and m 2 The shape of the regions shown in Fig. 1 can be understood simply. As expected, the existence of a CCB vacuum requires a large value of A t /M S . The cutoff at the upper-left diagonal edge corresponds to the absence of a CCB vacuum. Above and to the left of this boundary, the SML minimum is a global one and the EW vacuum can be absolutely stable. There is also a lack of points below a lower-right diagonal edge. Here, one of the physical stops becomes tachyonic, and the SML vacuum disappears altogether. At low values of A 2 t , we see that the CCB region is squeezed between the SML region (on the left) and the tachyonic stop region (on the right), giving rise to the cutoff seen in the lower left corner.
It is apparent from Fig. 1 that we find much more restrictive metastability bounds on the MSSM than the empirical relation of Eq. (1.4) from Ref. [20] . We also see that the analytic bound of Eq. (1.3) tends to underestimate the existence of CCB vacua, and that it accidentally lines up fairly well with the lower boundary of metastability. It is not clear why our results should be so much more restrictive than those found in Ref. [20] , but we are confident that the path deformation method of CT (and our several cross-checks) gives a robust upper bound on the bounce action. We find qualitatively similar results for the other parameters ranges described in Table 1 . The quantitative results for these ranges will be presented in more detail below in the context of the Higgs mass. 4) , the empiricial bound from Ref. [20] . The values of the other MSSM parameters used here are described in the text.
minima. In this section we compare the relative conditions imposed by each of these requirements.
To calculate the physical h 0 Higgs boson mass, we use FeynHiggs 2.9.5 [47] . We also use this program together with SuSpect 2.43 [48] to compute the mass spectrum of the MSSM superpartners. As inputs, we take m pole t = 173.1 GeV and α s (m Z ) = 0.118 [49] . Our results are exhibited in terms of variations on the fiducial MSSM parameters tan β = 10, µ = 300 GeV, m A = 1000 GeV, and m 2
. The other MSSM parameters are taken as in Section 2.2.
In Fig. 2 we show points in the X t -M S plane (where M S = (m Q 3 m U 3 ) 1/2 ) that produce a Higgs mass in the range 123 GeV < m h < 127 GeV. All other parameters are set to their fiducial values described above. The pink (blue) region are models with a global SML (CCB) vacuum. The red points are excluded by metastability. The dashed lines show the approximate CCB condition of Eq. (1.3), the empirical limit of Eq. (1.4), and our own attempt at an empirical limit on metastability to be discussed below. The requirement of metastability cuts off a significant portion of the allowed range at very large |X t |. Also shown are contours of constant mt 1 , the lightest stop mass (grey dot-dashed lines). In Fig. 3 we show the additional dependence of the Higgs mass and the metastability bounds on other relevant MSSM parameters. All parameters are set to their fiducial values except for those we vary one at a time. In the top row we show results for tan β = 5 (30) on the left (right). Reducing tan β decreases the tree-level contribution to the MSSM Higgs mass, and so larger values of M S are needed to raise m h to the observed range. These larger values also lead to shallower CCB minima and lower tunnelling rates. Larger values of tan β do not appear to differ much from tan β = 10.
In the middle row of Fig. 3 we show results for µ = 150 (500) , GeV on the left (right). We do not see a large amount of variation in the exclusions from metastability, which is not surprising given that generally have X t A t µ. Setting µ = −300 GeV also produces very similar results.
In the bottom row of Fig. 3 we show the same metastability limits for m 2
/m 2 Q 3 = 0.3 (3.0) on the left (right). For these unequal values, there is a tension between minimizing the quadratic terms in the potential and reducing the quartic terms through SU (3) c Dflatness. Unequal squark VEVs also tend to reduce the effective trilinear term. Together, these effects reduce the metastability constraint somewhat, but do not eliminate it.
In summary, the constraint imposed by CCB metastability rules out a significant portion of the MSSM stop parameter space that can produce a Higgs mass near the observed value. The limits are strongest on the outer branches at large |X t |. Varying other MSSM parameters within the restricted ranges we have considered does not drastically alter this result. By comparison, the empirical bound from Ref. [20] does not rule out any of the stop parameter space consistent with the Higgs mass.
As a synthesis of these results, we have attempted to obtain an improved empirical Figure 3 . Metastability with the correct Higgs mass, 123 < m h < 127 GeV. The labelling is the same as in Fig. 2 , and the relevant MSSM parameter parameters are varied one at a time as summarized in Table 1. bound on stop-induced metastability. We find the approximate limit . Let us emphasize that this limit is very approximate and only applies to smaller values of µ, larger values of m A , moderate tan β, and r not too different from unity. Details on the derivation of this bound are given in Appendix B.
Comparison to Other Stop Constraints
The metastability conditions we find exclude parameter regions with large stop mixing. This mixing can produce one relatively light stop mass eigenstate as well as a significant mass splitting between the members of the Q 3 sfermion doublet. These features are constrained indirectly by electroweak and flavor measurements, as well as by direct searches for a light stop. In this section we compare these additional limits to the bounds from metastability.
Precision Electroweak and Flavor
The most important electroweak constraint on light stops comes from ∆ρ, corresponding to the shift in the W mass relative to the Z. In the context of highly mixed stops motivated by the Higgs mass, this effect has been studied in Refs. [50, 52] . We have computed the shift ∆ρ due to stops and sbottoms using SuSpect 2.43 [48] , which applies the one-loop results contained in Refs. [53, 54] . With a Higgs mass of m h 125 GeV, the preferred range is ∆ρ = (4.2 ± 2.7) × 10 −4 [50] .
Supersymmetry can also contribute to flavor-mixing. Assuming only super-CKM squark mixing (or even minimal flavor violation [55] ), the most constraining flavor observable is frequently the branching ratio BR(B → X s γ). It receives contributions in the MSSM from stop-chargino and top-H + loops. These contributions tend to cancel each other such that the cancellation would be exact in the supersymmetric limit [56] . With supersymmetry breaking, the result depends on the stop masses and mixings, tan β, µ, and the pseudoscalar mass m A . Constraints on light stops from BR(B → X s γ) were considered recently in Refs. [51, 52] . The SM prediction is BR(B → X s γ) = (3.15 ± 0.23) × 10 −4 [57] , while a recent Heavy Flavor Averaging Group compilation of experimental results finds BR(B → X s γ) = (3.55 ± 0.24 ± 0.09) × 10 −4 [58] . We have investigated the limit from BR(B → X s γ) and other flavor observables using SuperIso 3.3 [59] assuming only super-CKM flavor mixing.
In Fig. 4 , we show the exclusions from flavor and electroweak bounds for model points with 123 GeV < m h < 127 GeV for tan β = 10, and m A = 1000 GeV, µ = 300 GeV, and m 2 The exclusion due to ∆ρ can be understood in terms of the large stop mixing induced by X t , which generates a significant splitting between the mass eigenstates derived from the significantly with the limit from metastability, there are regions where only one of the two constraints applies. The limits from ∆ρ are also weaker for m 2
Limits from BR(B → X s γ) are less significant for this set of fiducial parameters with a moderate value of tan β. However, this branching fraction depends significantly on µ, m A , and tan β, and the limit can be much stronger or much weaker depending on the specific values of these parameters. We do not attempt to delineate the acceptable parameter regions, but we do note that the constraint from metastability can rule out an independent region of the parameter space.
Direct Stop Searches
Stops have been searched for at the LHC in a diverse range of final states, and these studies rule out stop masses up to 200-600 GeV, depending on how the stop decays (see e.g. Refs. [60] [61] [62] [63] ). While the large stop mixing that occurs in the region excluded by metastability considerations can produce lighter stops, the stop masses in this dangerously metastable region are not necessarily light, as can be seen in Fig. 2 . Thus, metastability excludes parameter ranges beyond existing direct searches.
Note as well that metastability does not place a lower bound on the mass of the lightest stop. For example, a very light state can be obtained for m 2 [64]. 2 2 A lower limit on the light stop mass in this scenario can be obtained from its effect on Higgs production and decay rates [65] .
Our results also have implications for future stop searches and measurements. Should a pair of stops be discovered, a variety of methods can be used to determine the underlying parameters in the stop mass matrix through precision measurements at the LHC [66] [67] [68] [69] or a future e + e − collider [69] [70] [71] . If these stop parameters turn out to lie within the dangerously unstable region, corresponding to larger values of |X t |, we can conclude that new physics beyond the MSSM must be present.
Stop Bound States
An additional phenomenon that can potentially occur in the MSSM when A t is very large is the formation of at Lt * R bound state through the exchange of light Higgs bosons [72, 73] . Such a state could have the quantum numbers of a Higgs field and mix with the MSSM Higgs fields to participate in electroweak symmetry breaking [72] [73] [74] [75] . If this occurs, our results on the metastability of the MSSM may no longer apply. Calculating the critical value of A t for when a bound state arises is very challenging, but under a set of reasonable approximations Ref. [74] finds that it requires A t /M S 15. While this lies beyond the region considered in the present work, it is conceivable that a full numerical analysis would yield a lower critical value for this ratio.
Conclusions
In this work we have investigated the limits on the stop parameter space imposed by vacuum stability considerations. A SM-like Higgs boson with a mass of ∼ 125 GeV in the MSSM points to a particular region of the parameter space if naturalness of the EW scale is desired. In this regime, the two stop gauge eigenstates are highly mixed, and this can induce the appearance of charge-and color-breaking minima in the scalar potential. Quantum tunnelling to these vacua can destabilize the electroweak ground-state.
We have studied the conditions under which stop mixing can induce CCB vacua and we have computed the corresponding tunnelling rates. We find that metastability provides an important constraint on highly-mixed stops. We have also considered constraints from flavor and precision electroweak observables and direct stop searches, which are sensitive to a similar region of the MSSM parameter space. Metastability provides new and complimentary limits, with a different dependence on the underlying parameter values.
The metastability limits we have derived provide a necessary condition on the MSSM. They apply for both standard and non-standard cosmological histories. Let us emphasize, however, that the MSSM parameter points that we have found to be consistent with stopinduced CCB limits may still be ruled out by more general stability considerations, such as configurations with more non-zero scalar fields. Fortunately, our own SML vacuum appears to be at least safely metastable.
Note Added: While this manuscript was in preparation, two other works considering limits on the MSSM from vacuum stability appeared [76, 77] . A preliminary version of the present results was also posted as a contribution to a conference proceedings [78] . We study a different region of MSSM parameter space than Ref. [76] , but we do have significant overlap with Ref. [77] . Our results are substantially in agreement with Ref. [77] , although our exclusions from metastability extend to larger values of X t . We suspect that this difference is due to slightly different choices of parameters as well as variations in the outputs of the spectrum generators that were used in our respective analyses.
A Minimality of the Action Under Path Deformations
In this appendix we show that fixing a path in field space connecting two vacua and computing the one-dimensional bounce action along that path provides on upper bound on the bounce action for tunnelling between those vacua. Equivalently, the bounce solution of the Euclidean action is a minimum of the action with respect to deformations of fixed, one-dimensional paths in the field space. The implication of this result is that the path deformation method of CosmoTransitions (CT) [44] is guaranteed to provide at least an upper bound on the tunnelling lifetime.
Recall that the multi-field bounce solutionφ(ρ), ρ = √ t 2 + x 2 , of the Euclidean action is an O(4)-symmetric solution of the classical equations of motion subject to the boundary conditions
where φ + is the metastable vacuum configuration. The bounce action is just the Euclidean action evaluated on the bounce solution.
Let us now restate our claim more precisely. The bounce solution is an element of the set of parametric curves on R F , where F is the number of scalar fields. Any path φ(ρ) in this set can be written in terms of a unit speed curve γ(s):
The function s(ρ) is the solution of
and γ(s) = φ(ρ(s)). The Euclidean action in α spacetime dimensions becomes
is the surface area of a unit (α − 1)-sphere. Suppose we fix a path in field space γ connecting two vacua and extremize the action with respect to s(ρ) subject to the boundary conditions of the bounce along this one-dimensional trajectory. The corresponding solution can then be used to obtain a restricted bounce action along the fixed trajectory. This is the procedure used by CT at each intermediate step of its deformation procedure. We claim that the action obtained for any such fixed path is greater than or equal to the unconstrained bounce action.
To prove this claim, we use the fact that the bounce is a stationary point of the action. For tunnelling configurations, however, it is not an extremum of the action. This coincides with the fact that the second variation of the action with respect to the fields has a negative eigenvalue. The corresponding operator is
We assume that this operator has only a single negative mode [15, 37] . This has been proved for a single field in the thin wall limit [37] . If this assumption is false, the entire CallanColeman formalism does not apply. We show that this negative eigenvalue is associated exclusively with the variation of s(ρ) using the argument of Ref. [15] . As a result, the bounce action is an extremum with respect to variations in the orthogonal parameter γ, and can easily be shown to be a minimum by explicit construction. Consider the scaling transformation
The action of Eq. (A.4) transforms as
and
Requiring that S is stationary with respect to these scale variations yields
We can also evaluate the second variation of S
This means that the bounce is a maximum of the action with respect to the scaling transformation of Eq. (A.6). Thus the crucial negative eigenmode is due to scaling, and, since this transformation does not involve the normalized path γ, it is due entirely to the functional variation of s(ρ). The tunnelling action obtained by computing the bounce solution along a fixed one-dimensional path is therefore an upper bound on the true bounce action. This justifies the procedure of using a fixed normalized field path and computing s(ρ) as a way to check the CosmoTransitions results.
B An Approximate Empirical Bound
In this second appendix we describe an approximate empirical bound on metastability valid in the parameter region r ≡ m 2
∼ 1, moderate tan β, smaller µ, and larger m A . We begin by deriving a condition on absolute stability to motivate the functional form of the empirical formula. Let us emphasize that our empirical bound is only an approximation, and is not guaranteed to work outside the limited regime we consider.
To derive an improved bound on absolute stability of the SM-like (SML) vacuum, we impose only SU (3) C D-flatness and H 0 d = 0. Similar existing formulae typically also assume SU (2) L and U (1) Y flatness, which precludes the existence of a SML vacuum. For m 2
∼ 1, SU (3) C D-flatness should be a good approximation since the strong gauge coupling is larger than the others [22] . Setting H 0 d = 0 is also well-justified for large tan β near the SML vacuum; at the CCB minimum one typically finds |H 0 d | < |H 0 u | as well. Applying the SU (3) C D-flatness condition, we have
and the potential becomes
,ḡ = g 2 + g 2 and m 2 2 = m 2 Hu + |µ| 2 . Minimizing, we have
2)
The solutions are evidently T = 0 and
Since we are restricting ourselves to H 0 u ≥ 0, the relative orientation of the stops in any potential CCB minimum must be such that ∓y t A t = |y t A t |. Note as well that the A-term must overpower the others to make T 2 > 0. Under our given assumptions, this already provides a necessary condition on the existence of a CCB vacuum,
This is a somewhat weaker requirement than the analytical formula Eq. (1.3). Minimizing with respect to H u (and choosing the relative stop alignment as above) gives
For T 2 = 0, this reproduces the SM-like minimum. On the other hand, we can also plug in our non-zero solution for T 2 , which is quadratic in H 0 u . This generates a cubic equation for H 0 u that can be solved analytically. A cubic equation has three roots, with at least one of them real. The other two roots are either real, or complex conjugates of each other. We need at least three real roots to have both a SML vacuum and a CCB vacuum since there must also be at least a saddle point between them.
In this approximation, we can check for CCB vacua by simply scanning over stop parameters and computing cube roots, for which there exist analytical formulae. The EW 1. For these parameter ranges the assumption of SU (3) C D-flatness that motivated Eq. (B.6) breaks down and it cannot be used to reliably model the boundary between the metastable and unstable parameter regions.
vacuum is trivial to find, and corresponds to T = 0. The T 2 = 0 solutions may correspond to CCB vacua. A necessary condition for this is that all the roots are real, and that at least two of them are positive. With the roots in hand, it is then straightforward to use them in the potential to compare the relative depths of the minima. Fixing m 2 2 = −m 2 Z /2 to get the correct SML vacuum expectation value, we find numerically that A 2 t (2.4)(m 2 T + m 2 2 ) gives a very good estimate of the condition for a CCB vacuum to be deeper than the SML vacuum for this simplified potential.
In our analysis of metastability, we find that the boundary between metastable and dangerously unstable regions tends to track the boundary between SML and CCB regions. Motivated by this and our previous result for CCB vacua, we will attempt to fit the boundary between metastable and unstable regions by an expression of the form The second term in the above expression is included to model the effect of small deviations from SU (3) C D-flatness. We use estimate the parameters α and γ by using a least-squares fit to the lower boundary of the metastable region in Fig. 1 , without imposing the Higgs mass constraint. This is an arbitrary choice to fit to; different choices in Tab. 1 lead to variations in α on the order of 15% and 100% in γ. The large variation in γ is not a big problem since it is multiplied by |m 2 2 | ∼ m 2 Z m 2 T . We obtain α 3.4 and γ 60. With α and γ fixed, we fit β to models with r = 1. We again see that there is a significant variation O(20%) depending on what r is, indicating that the functional form of Eq. (B.6) is an oversimplification. With this in mind, we find an average value of β 0.5 for r ∈ [0. 3, 3] . We show the resulting bound in the results of Section 3.3. For r 1, Eq. (B.6) approximates the true boundary between metastable and unstable models well. However, we expect this constraint to deteriorate as one moves away from the assumption of SU (3) C D-flatness by choosing soft masses with r 1 or r
